INCORPORATING POWERFUL INTEGRATIONS: MEETING QUALITY DESIGN STANDARDS IN TODAY’S LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
• **Student Success**
  
  Lack of simple **self-management and soft skills** are typically the **barriers** to success. Implement specific first year programing with a **variety of resources** designed to help learners feel **confident and be successful** in college, career, and life.

• **Accessibility**
  
  All students deserve the **opportunity to learn**. **Digital instructional content** is improving teaching and learning—particularly for students with unique needs. However, lack of skills among institution faculty and adjuncts to successfully reach students with disabilities is inadvertently building a **barrier to learning**. Ensure that not only the **tools and content** your institution leverages are **compliant** with the latest **accessibility standards**, but also offer **resources** to help your faculty and adjuncts with their own instructional materials they are creating or curating.

• **Learning Management System Integration**
  
  These **powerful tools** deeply enhance not only online classes but also bring **digital elements** into traditional courses taught. Many educators, however, struggle with how to **integrate** and **optimize** the **learning environment** and **instructional content** for their students within an LMS. Not only do we **seamlessly integrate** with nearly every LMS available, we provide **comprehensive training** to ensure utilization of the tool.
• Allows users to upload DropBox, Google Drive, OneDrive, and Box documents to Learn™ through modules or course tools.

• Allows faculty to make courses available, send emails, post announcements, and post content to multiple courses at once.

• Connects students together, facilitating group interaction.

• The Qwickly Building Block for Blackboard Learn provides a micro-platform that increases the efficiency of communicating with members of and managing content in multiple courses and organizations, as well as simplifying tasks that need to be done repetitively in each course an instructor teaches.

• This platform also creates a connection between popular cloud storage services and Blackboard Learn, which allows posting documents and submitting assignments from the cloud.
Blackboard Collaborate is a real-time video conferencing tool (Virtual Classroom) that lets you:
- add files
- share applications
- use a virtual whiteboard to interact

Collaborate with the Ultra experience opens right in your browser, so you don't have to install any software to join a session. Apps for smartphones also available.

Java-free launching and easy deployment mean you can focus on teaching and learning, not technology requirements.

A web conferencing solution that makes synchronous collaboration simple and crystal clear.
• Blackboard Ally is a revolutionary product that focuses on making digital course content more accessible. Using inclusivity, sustainability, and automation as its key pillars, Blackboard Ally helps you understand and tackle accessibility in a way that benefits all students.

• **Alternative accessible formats**
  • Automatically check for accessibility issues and generate alternative accessible formats using advanced Machine Learning algorithms.

• **Instructor feedback**
  • Guide instructors on how to improve the accessibility of their course content and alter future behavior.

• **Institutional reporting**
  • Provides institution-wide reporting on course content accessibility and drive further improvements at the institution.
• Great Companion Product for Blackboard and other Learning Management Systems (LMS)
• Blackboard Building Blocks partner
• Enhances Blackboard (Learn and Angel) by providing tools for creating highly interactive content that can be easily integrated into and delivered through the LMS.
• Use SoftChalk Create to develop custom course materials that work in any LMS and can be viewed by students on any device.
• Storyline 360 and Storyline 3 enables authoring and delivery of interactive course content to every device without tweaking for specific devices.
  • Optimized effortlessly
  • Mobile-friendly playback
  • Touchscreen gesture support
• Publish Tin Can API-, SCORM-, and AICC-complaint content that works seamlessly with your LMS.
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